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1. Introduction and Notation. Let H be a separable infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space and let L(H) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. For X, Y ∈ L(H), we set [X, Y ] := XY −Y X. An operator T in L(H) is subnormal if it is (unitarily equivalent to) the restriction of a normal operator to an invariant subspace, and hyponormal if [T * , T ] ≥ 0. There are several classes of operators in L(H) between subnormal and hyponormal which have been discussed for more than two decades (cf. [1] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [17] , [20] ), including, for example, (strongly) n-hyponormal and weakly n-hyponormal operators. Some of these definitions were derived from the theory of multivariable operators. A k-tuple T = (T 1 , ..., T k ) of operators on H is called hyponormal if the operator matrix ([T * j , T i ]) k i,j=1 is positive on the direct sum of H ⊕ · · · ⊕ H with k copies. An operator T is said to be (strongly) k-hyponormal if (I, T, ..., T k ) is hyponormal for k ∈ N, where N is the set of positive integers. It is known that T ∈ L(H) is subnormal if and only if T is k-hyponormal for all k ∈ N ( [3] , [18] , [5] ). An operator T in L(H) is weakly k-hyponormal if p(T ) is hyponormal for every polynomial p of degree k or less ( [8] , [12] , [13] ); it is polynomially hyponormal if p(T ) is hyponormal for each polynomial p. In particular, weakly 2-hyponormal (or weakly 3-hyponormal) is referred to as quadratically hyponormal (or cubically hyponormal, resp.). For k ∈ N, an operator T ∈ L(H) is called semi-weakly k-hyponormal if T + sT k is hyponormal for all s ∈ C ( [14] ). It is obvious that a weakly k-hyponormal operator is semi-weakly k-hyponormal. Note also that k-hyponormality implies weak k-hyponormality for k ∈ N. The following implications provide a bridge between subnormal and hyponormal operators:
subnormal ⇒ polynomially hyponormal ⇒ · · · ⇒ weakly 3-hyponormal ⇒ weakly 2-hyponormal ⇒ hyponormal.
In [12] and [13] , Curto-Putinar proved the existence of polynomially hyponormal weighted shifts which are not 2-hyponormal. But no concrete example of such a weighted shift has been found for twenty five years. Quadratic hyponormality and cubic hyponormality are related closely to attempts to construct such examples. In a different line of study, J. Stampfli ([24] ) constructed the subnormal completion induced by ( √ u, √ v, √ w) ∧ with 0 < u < v < w. In [9] , Curto-Fialkow characterized the positive quadratic hyponormality of a weighted shift W α associated to a backward 1-step extension α :
In [19] , Jung-Park improved their results about such weighted shifts; namely, it was proved that W α is quadratically hyponormal if and only if W α is positively quadratically hyponormal (see that paper for the relevant definition). In [15] , one characterized the positive quadratic hyponormality of a weighted shift W α associated to a backward m-step extension α :
In [23] , PoonYoon obtained a weighted shift W α associated to a backward 2-step extension α :
∧ , which is quadratically hyponormal but not positively quadratically hyponormal. In yet another direction of study, J. Stampfli ([24] ) proved that a subnormal weighted shift with two equal weights α n = α n+1 for some nonnegative n has the flatness property, i.e., α 1 = α 2 = · · · . Stampfli's result has been used to attempt the construction of nonsubnormal polynomially hyponormal weighted shifts (cf. [4] , [6] , [14] , [19] ). In [4] , it was proved that if a weighted shift W α is polynomially hyponormal with first two weights equal, then W α has flatness. The notion of semi-weak hyponormality of a weighted shift W α comes from the study of polynomial hyponormality via the positive determinant coefficients property (cf. [14] , or see below). In this paper we discuss semi-cubic hyponormality of a weighted shift W α associated to a backward m-step extension α :
∧ via the positive determinant coefficients property. Here we consider a recursive tail, which may be contrasted with [14] which considered related questions but with the tail arising from the Bergman shift (having weights , . . ., which sequence is known to be non-recursive).
The paper consists of the following. In Section 2 we recall some terminology concerning semi-cubically hyponormal weighted shifts. In Section 3 we characterize the positive determinant coefficients property for semi-cubically hyponormal weighted shifts. In Section 4 we characterize the semi-cubic hyponormality of such weighted shifts W α with the positive determinant coefficients property, where α :
In Section 5, we discuss some related examples; we omit many of the details of these computations, but they may be found in an extended version of this paper (particularly in the Appendices) posted on arχiv. Many of these computations, and the included graphs, were obtained with the aid of Mathematica c ( [25] ).
Throughout this paper, C, R + , N, and N 0 are the sets of complex, nonnegative real numbers, positive integers, and nonnegative integers, respectively.
Preliminaries.
We recall some standard terminology for semicubically hyponormal weighted shifts (cf. [14] ). Let 2 (N 0 ) be the space of square summable sequences in C + and let {e i } ∞ i=0 be the standard orthonormal basis of 2 (N 0 ). For a weight sequence α = {α i } ∞ i=0 in R + , the associated weighted shift W α acting on 2 (N 0 ) is defined by W α e j = α j e j+1 and extended by linearity. The shift W α is semi-cubically hyponormal if
In fact, the condition (2. 
where for k ∈ N 0 ,
2) where t = s 2 . Then W α is semi-cubically hyponormal if and only if D n (t) ≥ 0 for all n ≥ 0, j = 1, 2.
To consider the two matrices D n (t) in (2.2), we consider the matrix with the form below
3)
it follows from [9] that
with c(−n, −i) := 0 for all n, i ∈ N. We say that the matrix in (2.3) has positive determinant coefficients if each c(n, i) is non-negative and c(n, n + 1) > 0 for each n. This definition is in anticipation of the use of the Nested Determinant Test. Recall that for a real, symmetric matrix M , if the determinants of the principal submatrices of M are positive and det M ≥ 0, then M is positive semi-definite. The assumption that c(n, n + 1) > 0 should be regarded as a convenient way to achieve the that the submatrices have strictly positive determinants, and in our applications will involve no essential loss of generality. See the discussion in the Remark at the beginning of Section 4 for further details.
A characterization of positive determinant coefficients.
In what follows in this section we will make the additional assumption thať v k > 0 for all k. In light of the formula for c(n, n + 1) above this assumption achieves that requirement of the definition of positive determinant coefficients, and we will omit further reference to it.
We first consider a new matrix related to M n (t) as in (2.3) as follows:
Then we get obviously that det M n (t) =detM n (t)−ǔ n detM n−1 (t) with det M n (t) having a Maclaurin expansion
Observe that c(n, n + 1) = c(n, n + 1) and also, for i = 0, we have
Further, the recursion in the c(n, i) induces that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and n ≥ 2,
As will be true in our applications, we assume that for some positive integer m 0ǔ
In what follows we imitate the argument in [15] . Suppose n ≥ m 0 + 1 for the time being and setη n =v ň un . Then we have a coefficient formula (cf. [15] ) (note that what we record next does not include all possible pairs (n, i)):
Note that the sign of c(n, i) (0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 , i = n, n + 1) can be checked using this coefficient formula. For the coefficient pairs not listed above (and which correspond to the numbered diagonals in Figure 1) , it turns out to be convenient to write them as c(n, n − i), because the relevant conditions on n and i are that both m 0 + 1 ≤ n − i ≤ n and n − m 0 < n − i ≤ n. Equivalently, these are m 0 +1+i ≤ n and 0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 −1, and these cover a variety of cases depending on the relative sizes of n and m 0 . Using the recurrence, the c(n, n − i) for m 0 + 1 + i ≤ n and 0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 − 1, can be represented by
To check the sign of these c(n, n − i), it is convenient to consideř
and define
(again, all this for m 0 + 1 + i ≤ n and 0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 − 1). For brevity, we set
Then for m 0 + 1 + i ≤ n and 0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 − 1, we have that
And we assume from now on thať
Suppose now that for some i with 0
To check the positivity of all c(n, n − i) for n ≥ m 0 + 1 + i, it is enough to check the sign ofǦ(m 0 + 1 + i, i). If, on the other hand, for some i,
then to check the positivity of all c(n, n − i) for n ≥ m 0 + 1 + i, it is enough to see if lim n→∞Ǧ (n, i) ≥ 0 (in our applications this limit will exist and be finite). If, in particular, the sequenceη n (assumed increasing) converges to someη < ∞, we may simply examine the sign of
Hence we arrive the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. With notation as above, fix i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 −1. Suppose thatǦ(n, i) is monotone increasing or decreasing for n ≥ m 0 +i+1. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Note that, in particular, if lim n→∞ηn =η < ∞, then the second condition in (ii-b) may be represented by
From the first term in (3.2), we get that for each p ≥ 1, if we have
It follows from (2.4) that for all n, c(n, n + 1) ≥ 0 and c(n, 0) ≥ 0. Thus we have the following result for positive determinant coefficients for our matrices. Proposition 3.2. Under the above notation, assume thatǔ nvn+1 =w n (n ≥ m 0 ) andη n+1 >η n (n ≥ m 0 +1). Then the matrices M n (t) have positive determinant coefficients if and only if the following assertions hold (i) for each i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 − 1, one of the conditions of Proposition 3.1 holds,
(ii) for each n, 1 ≤ n ≤ m 0 and each j, In Figure 1 , the symbol "+" denotes a term automatically positive (such terms on the coordinate axes are omitted); "i" (respectively, "I") denotes terms that must be checked individually as in condition (ii) (respectively, condition (iii)) of the theorem; " " denotes terms guaranteed non-negative if the term immediately above is non-negative; the numbered diagonals correspond to the c(n, n − i) as in condition (i) of the theorem, for the various values of i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 .
Main theorem.
For the reader's convenience, we recall Stampfli's subnormal completion (cf. [9] , [24] ). For given numbers α 0 , α 1 , α 2 with 0 <
where
. Then we may obtain a weight sequence {α n } ∞ n=0 generated recursively by (4.1), which is usually denoted by (α 0 , α 1 , α 2 ) ∧ , and the resulting shift is subnormal (see [24] ). It follows from [9] that
as n → ∞.
For brevity, we denote such a backward m-step extension by α (m) (u, v, w). Recall that we define η n = vn un where u n and v n are as defined before (2.2).
Remark. Before continuing we must dispose of a certain technical obstruction. Consider the backward extension with weight sequence
(where of course 6 ≤ u < v < w by our standing assumption). The presence of the six equal weights produces the unwelcome fact that v 5 = 0, which violates the standing assumption of Section 3, means that all but finitely many of the c(n, n + 1) are zero, and casts into doubt the strict positivity of determinants of some submatrices. Remark 2.4 from [8] shows that this strict positivity may not be done without. We leave to the reader to verify (but see Proposition 2.8 of [9] ) that in this case the matrix D n splits into a direct sum of a finite matrix of the type we have been considering, a zero matrix, and (the finite restriction of) an infinite matrix corresponding to a shorter backward extension of the kind we are considering. More blocks of six or more successive equal weights in the backward extension, of course, create direct sums with more terms. In these cases the positivity of the finite matrices must be analyzed separately, as well as using our analysis to analyze the (restrictions of) the infinite portion. For ease of exposition we will omit discussion of the analysis of these finite matrices, and assume without further comment that we are without this difficulty in what follows. Note finally that the examples in Section 5 certainly meet this assumption.
Proof. Imitate the proof of [22, Lemma 3.1].
Proof. Imitate the proof of [22, Lemma 3.3] .
We denote
The task at hand is to apply the machinery of Section 3 to the two (families of) matrices D [1] n (t) and D [2] n (t). This will involve replacing various objectsˇ in that section with their [1] and [2] versions. We will use expressions like
, and η [j] with the obvious meanings. It may be useful to note in advance that the limit lim n→∞ηn =η < ∞ turns out to be the same for both " [1] " and " [2] " (see Lemma 4.2 above), as do certain quantities A and B. To ease the burden of notation slightly we omit the [j] superscripts on these quantities.
To begin, taking m 0 = m 2 + 1, where [x] is the Gauss number of x, we obtain
Then, if we apply Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 using (4.1) to D [1] n and D [2] n as in (2.2), Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 can be restated as follows. 
where (ii) for each n, 1 ≤ n ≤ m 0 and each i,
The statements of Proposition 4.4 can be improved by using the following proposition. 
Before giving the proof of Proposition 4.5, we first consider some crucial lemmas below.
Note that if (
Then a direct computation provides the following lemma.
,
For brevity, we let A := A(u, v, w) and B := B(u, v, w).
Proof. For mathematical induction, we consider
which follows from an easy computation. And also observe that (in notation whose meaning is obvious)
Repeating the argument proves this lemma.
For a backward m-step extension α (m) (u, v, w), Lemma 4.7 can be restated as follows. 
In the next two proofs we adopt temporarily that convention that "ˇ " will stand for "
[j] " for any quantity " " as convenient (of course j = 1 or j = 2). Observe that by this convention the previous lemma is a statement about either the η
n = η 2n+1 sequence as needed. With this convention in mind we will also use j temporarily as a running subscript. 
Proof. The result is easy for k = 0. Using Lemma 4.8, we havě
We now give the proof of Proposition 4.5 below.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. It follows obviously from (3.3) thať
Using the idea of Lemma 4.4 in [16] (cf. [2, Lemma 3.2]), we have
is constant in n for n ≥ m + 5. Then it follows thať
is constant in , for ≥ m 0 + 1. Hence by Lemma 4.9,
is constant in , for ≥ m 0 + 1, for some constantsΓ 0 (A, B) andΓ 1 (A, B) independent of . Hence the proof is complete.
Since (interpreting the result in the "[j]" notation), Q [j] ( , k) is constant in for ≥ m 0 + 1, we may write Q (i) the coefficients satisfy c
Hence the following theorem comes from Propositions 4.4 and 4.10. (ii) for each n, 1 ≤ n ≤ m 0 and each i,
5. Examples. In 1991, R. Curto ( [7] ) suggested a problem: "describe all quadratically hyponormal weighted shifts W α with first two weights equal." Subsequently several papers have considered the problem of quadratic hyponormality of W α with first two weights equal (cf. [8] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [16] , [22] ). On the other hand, in [21] , it was shown that if W α is cubically hyponormal with first two weights equal, then W α has flatness. And, in [14] , it was proved that there exists a semi-cubically hyponormal weighted shift W α with α 0 = α 1 < α 2 but which is not 2-hyponormal. These facts motivate a parallel problem "describe all semi-cubically hyponormal weighted shifts W α with first two weights equal. (k ≥ 2) is a weight sequence with Bergmann tail. In [2] one also described the semicubic hyponormality of the weighted shift W α with the condition p.d.c., which is associated to a weight sequence α : 1, 1,
Note that the conditions of the case m = 3 in Theorem 4.11 coincide with the conditions in [2, Theorem 3.4] . As a continued study, we consider a backward 4-step extension α : 1, 1,
∧ with 1 < x < y < u < v < w. According to Theorem 4.11, we describe the semi-cubic hyponormality of such weighted shifts W α below. To ease the burden of notation, in what follows we omit (leave implicit) "[j]" on instances of Q which appear in an expression already containing this superscript; in no expression will " [1] " and " [2] " be mingled.
According to Theorem 4.11, for each j = 1, 2, D n (t) has positive determinants coefficients for all n if and only if the following conditions hold:
(ii) one of following conditions holds
(iii) one of following conditions holds; (iii-a)
(iv) one of following conditions holds (iv-a)
, and K is as in Lemma 4.2.
In preparation for what follows, we record some computations, beginning with
One computes that
By some further computations (using, when convenient, the trick of setting v to u + δ and w to u + δ + with both δ and positive)
Observe that c [2] (3, 2) = c [2] (3, 1) = 0, and by Proposition 3.9, we have (for j = 1, 2)
1 .
Using the conditions above, we may characterize the semi-cubic hyponormality of a weighted shift W α with weight sequence α : 1, 1,
∧ with 1 < x < y < u < v < w and with the p.d.c. condition as follows. 
(ii) one of following conditions holds;
(iv) one of following conditions holds;
According to Proposition 5.1, we discuss some examples related to the main theorem (cf. Theorem 4.11). . Then (as is easy to determine because the relevant expression is linear (respectively, quadratic) in x), condition (ii) of Proposition 5.1 holds and since c [1] (5, 4) and Observe that c . Then
Note that c [2] (2, 2), c Observe that (a) the coefficients c [2] (1, 1), c [2] (2, 2), c [2] (3, 3) are positive, equivalently, polynomials p j (x, y) (1 ≤ j ≤ 9) with degrees 3 or less in x [and y] (which are in Appendix) are positive.
Note that since c [1] (3, 3) and c [1] (4, 4) in (ii-a) of Proposition 3.21 are nonnegative for any 1 < x < y < 111 100
, a condition (ii) of Proposition 3.21 holds.
(b) either φ 1 (x, y) ≥ 0 and φ 2 (x, y) ≥ 0 for 1 < x < y < 111 100
or φ 1 (x, y) ≤ 0 and φ 3 (x, y) ≥ 0 for 1 < x < y < 111 100
. (Note that φ 1 (x, y) ≥ 0, φ 2 (x, y) ≥ 0 and φ 3 (x, y) ≥ 0 are equivalent to
(c) either φ 4 (x, y) ≥ 0 and φ 5 (x, y) ≥ 0 for 1 < x < y < 111 100
or φ 4 (x, y) ≤ 0 and φ 6 (x, y) ≥ 0 for 1 < x < y < 111 100
. (Note that φ 4 (x, y) ≥ 0, φ 5 (x, y) ≥ 0 and φ 6 (x, y) ≥ 0 are equivalent to or φ 7 (x, y) ≤ 0 and φ 9 (x, y) ≥ 0 for 1 < x < y < 111 100
. (Note that φ 7 (x, y) ≥ 0, φ 8 (x, y) ≥ 0 and φ 9 (x, y) ≥ 0 are equivalent to c [2] 
In the diagram that follows positivity of the coefficients c Continuing this same example, we provide for comparison the parameter region in which the weighted shift is quadratically hyponormal with positive determinant coefficients (i.e., positively quadratically hyponormal), using the techniques of Theorem 3.6 of [15] . Conveniently, Figure 1 of that paper happens to indicate the coefficients which must be checked for a backward 4-step extension. In the following diagram, we have been content to approximate the region with only three of the thirty-seven relevant bounding curves, and, in particular, have for clarity omitted a few bounding curves which make very minor changes to the region. It is clear that there is (substantial) overlap of the regions of quadratic hyponormality with p.d.c. and semi-cubic hyponormality with p.d.c., and y = 108 100 , x = 105 100 is a (sample) point in common. These parameter values provide an example of a shift with both of these properties, but which is not cubically hyponormal, since cubically hyponormal weighted shifts have the flatness property in which the first two weights equal forces all weights equal (see [21] ). +61743428759974150xy − 473135879119093750x 2 y − 509005371229162500xy 2 +348191411957812500x 2 y 2 − 333894287109375x 3 y 2 + 41509737773437500x 2 y 3 , p 6 (x, y) := −11898782682983018608569 + 10887249907658628019194x +10193895909890838827500y − 1882185487883551691050xy −5829507166626354093750x 2 y − 6271455178914511162500xy 2 +4290066386732207812500x 2 y 2 − 4113911511474609375x 3 y 2 +511441479106523437500x 2 y 3 , p 7 (x, y) := −1 + 2y − xy, p 8 (x, y) := −90160 + 180320y − 21410xy − 86247y 2 + 16650xy 2 , p 9 (x, y) := −71675667280 + 143351334560y − 22778571655xy − 61406571072y 2 +13236466950xy 2 + 4812890625x 2 y 2 − 5983385625xy 3 , φ 1 (x, y) := −833985739322884344+775904394232181844x+700404154231975200y +866850580839425xy−567462345089140625x 2 y−548398399244797500xy 2 +448253315343750000x 2 y 2 + 23719850156250000x 2 y 3 , φ 2 (x, y) := −9693506945021586690580521 + 8631115634040960029101146x +8140873654364803833354300y + 765254451524447878242550xy −6235415266776031685781250x 2 y − 6735143739224307305482500xy 2 +4600718666945449248046875x 2 y 2 − 54373568447159912109375x 3 y 2 +532706793238642148437500x 2 y 3 + 45664417777368164062500x 3 y 3 , φ 3 (x, y) := −9693506945021586690580521 − 1326008970008249128892304 √ 7 +(8631115634040960029101146 + 1233661606079765237777304 √ 7)x +(8140873654364803833354300 + 1113618791487596680843200 √ 7)y +(765254451524447878242550x + 1378262950614937209550 √ 7xy) −(6235415266776031685781250 + 902245834972000562968750 √ 7)x 2 y −(6735143739224307305482500 + 871934809253653701885000 √ 7)xy 2 +(4600718666945449248046875 + 712707530783840812500000 √ 7)x 2 y 2 +(532706793238642148437500 + 37713755273532187500000 √ 7)x 2 y 3 −54373568447159912109375x 3 y 2 + 45664417777368164062500x 3 y 3 , φ 4 (x, y) := −15147506089410954390264 + 14431885836548408887764x +13058028690302041695200y − 4417668640003352700575xy −6991703553843301640625x 2 y − 6756816677095149997500xy 2 +5522929098350343750000x 2 y 2 + 292252273775156250000x 2 y 3 , φ 5 (x, y) := −6371142354921078097021338225 + 5847553421217386053177843050x +5460819072005697558820637836y − 1071522896299238745277246282xy −3073062060077899456020431250x 2 y − 3319348240439307612433995300xy 2 +2267418187817395207407421875x 2 y 2 − 26797469473498291083984375x 3 y 2 +262539215979732396435937500x 2 y 3 + 22505251657398125976562500x 3 y 3 , φ 6 (x, y) := −159278558873026952425533455625−24084019666956377508070491024 √ 7 +(146188835530434651329446076250 + 22946207795993527485642576024 √ 7)x +(136520476800142438970515945900 + 20761821644604776025950363200 √ 7)y −(26788072407480968631931157050 + 7023942936871570679922430450 √ 7)xy −(76826551501947486400510781250+11116570932690018936337968750 √ 7)x 2 y −(82983706010982690310849882500+10743108784814267260925085000 √ 7)xy 2 +(56685454695434880185185546875+8781269486787702650812500000 √ 7)x 2 y 2 +(6563480399493309910898437500 + 464671178725190082187500000 √ 7)x 2 y 3 −669936736837457277099609375x 3 y 2 + 562631291434953149414062500x 3 y 3 , φ 7 (x, y) := −90160 + 180320y − 20785xy − 87024y 2 + 16650xy 2 , φ 8 (x, y) := −1648540347440+3297080694880y−518903268065xy−1418571958272y 2 +304438739850xy 2 + 106846171875x 2 y 2 − 132831160875xy 3 , φ 9 (x, y) := −8099350402640−573405338240 √ 7+(16198700805280+1146810676480 √ 7)y −(2561468897015+132189773240 √ 7)xy−(6954494590176+553460804736 √ 7)y 2 +(1495720765350+105891735600 √ 7)xy 2 +534230859375x 2 y 2 −664155804375xy 3 .
